
THE SUFFICIENCY AND SUPERIORITY OF CHRIST

Many like to go camping to enjoy the great outdoors, yet most of us don't want to get too far away
from all the conveniences and the tools we have to make life manageable.  If we go camping, one big concern
is "did we bring everything we need?"  A recent advertisement on TV showed two men on a camping trip.  They
were discussing the great time they are going to have fishing, the good food they brought along, and the fresh
air when one of them said, "Where's the tent?"  The other man replied, "I thought you were going to get the
tent!"  They failed to bring the main thing to make their camping trip a success.  What they needed was a
"camper's kit" that had everything needed for a successful camping trip.  I don't know that we could buy such
a kit, but it would have saved much grief for the two guys in the advertisement.  

Sometimes in life, we may have similar concerns.  We may wonder if we "have everything we need"
for living successfully.  It is a tragedy for a person to go through life and discover that "he left his tent at home"
or that he failed to accomplish the most basic objective of life.  A song that's been around for several years has
the lines:  "He's all I need, He's all I need, Jesus is all I need."  We may sing that song and say the words, but
the real question is “do we actually live our lives as if we believed that Jesus is all we need?”  I think most
Christians believe Jesus is necessary and that we must put our trust in Him and the work of the cross so we
can be forgiven for our sins and justified before God.  Yet do we really believe and operate as if Jesus is
sufficient for us to live the new life we have acquired as a result of the redemptive work He did for us.  Paul
addressed some of these concerns in his letter to the church at Colosse.

Colossians 2:1-4  Paul realized we are in a spiritual battle and we need to support each other in
spiritual warfare.  We need to pray for our brothers and sisters in Christ whether we have met them or not.
One of the weapons of the devil is discouragement and all of us in the army of God need to be encouraged and
realize that we are united in Christ.  He is the central focus of all of the universe.  He is all and in all.

Colossians 2:4-5  One of the things that brought joy to Paul when he was in prison was to learn about
the various churches that were on the right track.  He specifically mentioned two things about this church:  the
first was their "orderliness" and the second was their solid "faith in Christ."  We can all appreciate the need for
organization in any group of people.  Without definite responsibilities being assigned to specific persons, very
little would ever get accomplished.  Many people object to overly defined organization because they see that
as rigidity; however, a properly organized group will have built in flexibility.

More important than orderliness is the foundation or principle upon which an organization is based.
The church at Colosse put their faith in the completed work of Jesus Christ.  They were not depending on
Christ plus something else to be acceptable to God.  We need to be wary of any religious group that has any
requirement beyond "Christ alone" as their basis for justification in God's sight.  

Colossians 2:6-7  Not only is Jesus necessary and sufficient for our justification, He is also necessary
and sufficient for our growth and maturity.  This applies  as well to just living life on a daily basis.  We initially
received Christ by faith and it is by faith that we continue in our relationship with Him.   People have a
tendency to want to "work for" or earn their salvation.  The Bible clearly teaches the error of this.  Even after
we have accepted Jesus, we find the old ways are still there and we think we must use our own strength to
grow.  We fail to keep in mind that it is God Who is working in us both to will and to do of His good pleasure.
In the early church, many had come to God through trusting Jesus but  had tried to grow by getting caught up
in a salvation by works philosophy.  

Our focus and aim must always be on Jesus.  We want to have a solid foundation, but that foundation
must be Jesus Himself.  We want to grow, but we must grow in Him.  We want to have more confidence, but
that confidence must be in Him.  That is what Paul meant by "rooted, built up and strengthened in the faith."

Colossians 2:8-10  It is possible for Christians to be sidetracked or “taken captive” by philosophies
based on human experience.  The Christian life is a supernatural life.  A. W. Tozer said “if you can explain
a Christian experience on the basis of psychology, you’ve got a good church member, but you haven’t got a
born-again Christian.”  The problem is not that people have philosophy but they have philosophy based on the



wrong thing.  Philosophy asks the question “What is reality?” and seeks to understand it.  To simply accept
the traditions men have built up as the basis for truth and not turn to the Source of all truth is poor philosophy.

The church is under attack by Satan and one of his best tools is our own pride in the fact that we are
human beings.  For some reason people think they know more than God does.  People want to make up their
own rules and develop their own explanations and create their own value system.  We develop theories of how
the universe began that take more "faith" to accept than the Genesis account.  We propose theories and teach
them for truth regarding evolution, not just within species, but from one species to another.  This again takes
more faith to accept than the simple statement that God created each "according to its kind."  The various kinds
of dogs probably did evolve from other dogs but dogs did not evolve from frogs and man did not evolve from
monkeys.  Such things are the humanistic traditions of men.  We also need to guard against acceptance of such
beliefs as is implied in such terminology as "mother earth."  We cannot afford to buy into the false religious
ideas that the constellations of stars influence our lives.  Our only philosophy of life must be based on the
revelation of Jesus Christ Who is “God revealed to mankind in the flesh” and as revealed by God's indwelling
presence (the Holy Spirit) that Jesus is God's only provision for salvation.  Jesus really is all we need.

We can find teaching today that Jesus was only one of a series of Messiahs that have come on the
world scene throughout its history.  We are told that each of these is necessary as part of the revelation of God.
Paul countered such ideas when he stated that in Jesus Christ we find the full and ultimate revelation of God
and we can find our completeness in Him.

Many of the world’s religions do not recognize a Supreme Being God but have a variety of local deities
to which they relate.  Paul argued that of all spiritual beings, we should not attempt to deal with anything less
than the ultimate head of all things, the King  of kings and Lord of lords, the head of all principalities and
power.

Colossians 2:11-15  It is very difficult for a person who has grown up in a religious system that is
based on observances of rites and rituals to not put their trust in these things.  In these few verses, Paul shows
that the law and the ordinances were a foreshadowing of the spiritual reality revealed in Christ.  The practice
of circumcision was a fore shadowing of the work of the cross in that the fleshly nature is put away.  The
church adopted baptism for new converts and it is symbolic of a fuller picture.  We have put off the fleshly
nature (died with Christ), we are buried with Christ and raised to new life.  

In the Resurrection we see the open triumph of Christ over all powers and principalities and every false
way.  Christ demonstrated His superiority to all other means and philosophies by His death and resurrection.
All those who identify with Christ Jesus in His death are dead to the power and penalty of sin but are alive to
righteousness.  We are, therefore, partakers in the victory that Jesus accomplished.

 Colossians 2:16-19  Since we are free in the all sufficiency of Jesus we do not have to be entangled
in the rules that men have set up to observe certain days, or do certain rites and rituals or to eat only certain
kinds of food.  We do not venerate the dead saints or put our trust in angels and assign great powers to them.
Instead we are to look to Jesus as not only necessary but totally sufficient for all of life.  Our salvation does
not depend on whether we eat or don’t eat certain foods, observe or not observe certain holidays or even which
day of the week we set aside as a day of rest to honor and worship God.  Our salvation is centered in Christ
Jesus and the fact that we acknowledge Him to be Lord of our lives in word and deed. 


